Section I], i.e., it is shown that if the condition holds for a particular r P PL, 2l, rr as described above, then it holds for all such r, p, 2l, 7r.
Let [JI, J?, G, g + U,] be a C-system with X' separable and G discrete, countable, and Abelian. Recall that this means that &I is a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra on the Hilbert space X, that G is a group, and that g --+ U, is a unitary representation of G on Z such that U,JYU,* = J& for all g E G. The system will be called (i) free, if JZ n &U, = (0) for all g E G -{e>,
(ii) ergodic, if 4 n (U, : g E G}' = @(,X'), and (iii) strongly ergodic, if ME J&' and U,MU,* = O,M for all g E G and some family (e,),,, of complex numbers imply that ME C(S).
Let L be the left regular representation of G, and for each g E G, let 6 be the characteristic function of {g} in Z2(G). 
for all M E & and g E G.
(For a detailed account of this construction, see Dixmier [5; pp. 127-1371) . Let r and p be the dual group of G and its normalized Haar measure, resp. The Plancherel theorem and [5; p. 153, Corollaire] allow the identification of X @ Z2(G), 'MU, @L, , and {I @L, :g E G}" with .I? Z(Y) 444, Y -r(h-lj MU,, and the diagonal algebra, resp., where%'(y) = % for each y E I'andg, h E G and M E &I are arbitrary. Let M,, be a norm-separable sub-C*-algebra of JI which contains I and is weakly dense in A, and let 2l be the C*-algebra on &? @ p(G) generated by the MU,, @L,+ , M E A!, and g E G. Then [using (1) and (2)] % is a separable C*-algebra weakly dense in (V*O!V)' and {I @L, : g E G}" is an Abelian subalgebra of V*OlV. This is precisely the situation of the previous paragraph, with r the identity representation. It is now clear that the n(y), y E r, can be chosen so that for all M E ,K, and g E G (cf. the proof of [6; Lemme 8.3.11).
PROPOSITION. Retain the notation of the previous paragraph, and supposethat [A, X, G, g + UJisergodic. Then JV = {U, @L,: gEG}" is a maximal Abelian subalgebra of 07. Moreover, the following are equivalent:
(i) X is a simple subalgebra of Q! (ii) ..V is a singular subalgebra of GZ (iii) [a, Z, G, g -+ U,] is strongly ergodic.
Proof. Recall that for each A E @ and g E G, the operator A, on Z which is defined by (iii) * (i) Suppose that yr , yz E I' and that T is a nonzero operator on YE such that rr( g) TMU, = y2( g) MU,T for all ME J%',, and g E G. Takingg = e, it follows that T E .A,' = &'. Now with M = I, (iii) implies that T E C(z). But then yi = yz , and therefore the z(y), y E r, are mutually inequivalent.
Consequently V*,KV is a simple subalgebra of V*Q?V or, equivalently, J' is a simple subalgebra of a.
A special case of the following lemma is well-known, namely when M is a type 11i factor, G the group of inner automorphisms of A, and w a trace on A. In the proof of Theorem 1 the lemma is used for the case in which ,4? is Abelian. LEMMA 1. Let G be a group of *-automorphisms of a von Neumann algebra A?', and let w be a nonzero normal G-invariant state on A%'. Suppose that A? has no minimal projections and that the only operators of AJixed under every cx E G are the multiples of the identity. Then for each projection E E A', the range of w restricted to those projections in J majorized by E is [0, w(E)].
Proof. Let A11 denote the nonzero projections in .M. Observe that sup,,o al(E) = I for any E E AP . By standard arguments it can be shown that w is faithful; that inf w(d,) = 0; and that if E, F E J@~ and w(E) > w(F), then there is an F' E dP such that F' < E and w(F') = w(F). Let E, E dP be given, and suppose that for some a,, E [0, w(E,,)], a, $ {w(E) : E,, > E E A$'~}. Set a = inf(w(E) : E, > E E A%'~, w(E) > aO}.
Then w(E) = a for some E E dP with E < E,, . But then an F E A$?, with F < E and a, < w(F) < a can be found. But this is a contradiction.
At this stage, the construction which will lead to a proof of Theorem 1 can be described. Let d be the set of all those functions cx from the integers 2 into (0, l> such that a(n) = 0 for all but finitely many n E Z. Furthermore, let i be a fixed but arbitrary positive integer. Define J@ to be the Hilbert space Z2(4) and @p,i to be the characteristic function of {a} in zi, Q: E d. Then for each n E Z, define operators Fc' and lJ2' on .P by for all N E il, where an and ncy are the functions in d defined by llz 4 6,,,, (1 --201(m)) + a(m) and m --f ~(WZ -n), resp. Finally, set &fyi = {F,j') : n E 21". Then ([ 13; Section 31) QO' is cyclic and separating for JP, [JZi, X', 2, n -+ UC)] is a free and ergodic C-system, and ni = 6qA', Z', 2, n ---t UC'] is a factor of type III with a cyclic trace vector Go" @ E,, . Moreover, since 2 is Abelian, @ is even hyperfinite PI. for each a EL(P). On applying both sides of (4) to &'=, Qoi, one obtains f(4 = e(n) fk4 (5) (n E Z(p), a E d(p)) where (na)(i) = n(i) a(i). Notice that each 0(n) is of modulus one and that (na : n E Z} is infinite unless a = 0. Therefore, as p is square-summable, (5) implies that p(a) = 0 unless a = 0. Since &=r @ai is separating for @y='=, JP, M must be a multiple of the identity. . Therefore, provided that [,n"t, Z, Z*, n -+ U,] is strongly ergodic, the first part of the lemma follows from the Proposition.
To show the strong ergodicity, an approximation technique first used by Araki and Woods in [2; Lemma 6.101 will be employed.
Suppose that for some nonzero ME J&?' and some 0 : Z* -+ @, Li,MU,* = e(n) M for all n E 2". for all i = 1, 2,... and k E 2. Therefore T has all the required properties, and the proof of Lemma 3 is complete. THEOREM 1. Every ITPFI which is not of type I contains a simple, and hence a singular, maximal Abeliun subalgebra. Moreover, every such factor has an outer automorphism.
Proof. Let g be a nontype I ITPFI. By Lemma 3, it suffices to show that it is possible to choose unit vectors xi in Xi such that 99 and @z, (09, xi @ &b> are *-isomorphic.
As S? is ITPFI, for each i = 1, 2,... there is an integer ni > 2, ni-dimensional Hilbert spaces 2: and Xi with orthonormal basis xiv and yi" , v = l,..., ni , resp., and numbers hi,, 1 < v < ni, with h,, >-**. By a standard argument, the map Cyi --+ @<i(C) Ooi @ &a is welldefined on %'i~i , it can be uniquely extended to a linear isometry & of onto 2Pi @ j2(2), and its extension, pi, induces phi . Moreover, for some unit vector xi E SF. Proof. Let Q be one of the type III factors mentioned in the statement of the theorem. Suppose that 02 acts on a separable Hilbert space and that 02 g GY'. First it will be shown that there is a representation r of 2l such that z(W)' = 02. Glimm has proved that there is a representation p of Cu on a separable Hilbert space and a projection FE p(2l)" such that Q!' is *-isomorphic to the weak closure of p(2l), [9; pp. 587-5891. Now from [5; pp. 18-201, the weak closure of Pm is Mw7F 3 PW" is a factor, and p(W)' g (p(a)'), . As p(2l)' is a type 111 factor ([5; p. 108, Corollaire 3]), p(2l)" z (p('LI)')$. This follows, for instance, from Misonou [Ill. The existence of the desired representation n is now clear. The argument required to complete the proof of the theorem is essentially contained in [7; Corollaire 21. For the sake of completeness, we include an outline of it here.
Since OT is ITPFI, there is a simple maximal Abelian subalgebra .A of Q!. Choose mutually orthogonal nonzero projections El , E, ,... in A, and let nTTI, nZ ,... be the corresponding subrepresentations of rr. The ni are mutually equivalent and satisfy (6) . Decomposition with respect to JJ?' gives a standard Bore1 space r, a positive Bore1 measure p on r, and a p-measurable field y + n(r) of representations of '% such that 7~ and Jr0 r(y) &(y) are equivalent. Moreover, the r(y), y E r, can be assumed to be mutually inequivalent. Let r, , r, ,... be pairwise disjoint Bore1 subsets of r corresponding to E, , E, ,..., and let pFLi be the measure on r which agrees with p on ri and is zero on r -ri , i = 1, 2 ,... . Since r is Bore1 isomorphic to a Bore1 subset of 5X (cf. the proof of [lo; Theorem 10.8]), the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. ACKNOWLEDGMENT I would like to thank Professor R. V. Kadison and the University of Pennsylvania for their hospitality during the preparation of this manuscript. Also, I am indebted to E. G. Effros for bringing references [7] and [15] to my attention.
